Abstract-Sediment compressional wave speeds were estimated using broad-band data in range-dependent environments. The environment was assumed as mildly range dependent and was modeled using adiabatic theory. The inversion scheme was based on group speed-dispersion behavior. A genetic algorithm (GA) combined with a neighborhood approach was used for search. The top layer of sediment was mapped in the shelf region using acoustic data from explosive sources collected on a vertical line array.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E
STIMATION of geoacoustic properties have been performed effectively using nonlinear approaches in rangeindependent environments [1] - [3] . In the present study, we have used a nonlinear inversion scheme based on the travel-time dispersion of broad-band acoustic data. This inversion scheme has been successfully utilized in the range-independent inversions for sediment compressional speeds in a previous study by Potty et al. [1] . The primary objective of this study was to estimate the variations of compressional wave speeds in the top layer of the sediment. The thickness and compressional speeds of the surface-sediment layer at nine locations in the experimental area were considered as unknowns in this inversion. Data from four signal underwater sound (SUS) shots deployed in the shelf region during the Shelf Break Primer study and received at the northeast vertical line array (NE VLA) were used for the inversion. The compressional wave speeds in the study area were linearly interpolated from the compressional speeds at these points. Forward propagation was modeled adiabatically.
This article is organized in the following manner. The inversion scheme used for the estimation of sediment properties in the shelf was based on a genetic algorithm (GA) and neighborhood approach. Section II provides the details of this scheme. Details of the Shelf Break Primer Experiment are presented in Section III. Section IV presents the results of both inversion schemes. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. NEIGHBORHOOD ALGORITHMS
In this inversion scheme, we utilize a simple way of making use of previous model samples to approximate the misfit (ob- jective) function everywhere in the model. A simple generalized algorithm based on this approach for searching a parameter space will have the following steps.
1. Construct the approximate misfit surface from all the previous models for which the forward problem has been solved. 2. Use this approximation (instead of the actual forward modeling) together with a chosen search algorithm to generate the next set of samples . 3. Add to and go back to step 1.
The key requirements of this algorithm are to choose a method to construct the approximate misfit surface and to generate new samples using it. We use GAs for constructing the approximate misfit surface. The new samples are generated using a geometrical construct known as the Voronoi diagrams [4] . The details of these steps are explained in the following paragraphs.
The objective of GA is to seek a model that gives a globally optimal data misfit within a predefined finite dimensional parameter space. A GA starts with a randomly selected initial "population." Through a series of operations (closely resembling genetic process) a better fit population is evolved. The fitness is measured in terms of an objective function, which is minimized in the optimization process. The objective function represents the mismatch between the observed data and the predictions. A forward model has to be run in order to calculate this objective function corresponding to each model sampled using GA. In this algorithm, a GA is used to sample the parameter space. The models generated in each generation are stored and used for further sampling using neighborhood algorithms (NAs) [4] .
0364-9059/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE Given a set of samples in the model space for which the misfit function has been evaluated using the GA, we can use the geometrical construct known as the Voronoi diagram. Fig. 1 shows the concept of Voronoi diagrams for a two-dimensional case. This is a unique way of dividing the d-dimensional model space into regions called Voronoi cells. Each cell is the nearest neighbor region about one of the previous samples, as measured by a particular distance measure. Here we use the norm and so the distance between the models and is given by (1) where is a matrix that nondimensionalizes the parameter space (we use the prior covariance matrix). The size and shape of the Voronoi cells depend on the choice of . Its role is to put each parameter on equal footing. We can reduce to identity by rescaling each parameter axis by the set of scale factors (
). In the following definition, we will assume that this is the case and drop the matrix. A formal definition of Voronoi cell is as follows. Let be a set of points in the d-dimensional space where and let for . The Voronoi cell about the point is given by for
In the numerical implementation of this inversion scheme, the algorithm is initiated with a GA that samples the model space defined by the search limits for each parameter. The GA continues for a fixed number of generations, storing all the model samples generated along with their fitnesses calculated using the forward-model run. Then, for the next "nf" number of iterations, the forward-model calculation is replaced with an evaluation of the NA surface. The neighborhood approximation to the misfit (NA) surface can be approximately generated by setting the misfit to a constant inside the Voronoi cell [4] . But in this study, we calculate the objective function value of the randomly generated model by applying a linear perturbation solution [5] , using its nearest neighbor. The expression that relates the group velocity to the sound-speed profile is (3) where is the group velocity for the th mode at , corresponding to the new model parameter set, and is the difference in sound speeds calculated using the new-and nearest-neighbor parameter sets.
is the group velocity of the th mode at corresponding to the nearest neighbor. The quantities used to construct the kernel are calculated based on the model parameter set corresponding to the nearest neighbor. They are defined as follows.
is the th eigen value, is the density profile, is the normalized mode function for the th mode at , is the sound-speed profile, and is where is the angular frequency. Equation (3) is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, which can be written as a discrete sum (4) or in matrix form (5) where is the difference between the sound-speed profile corresponding to the nearest neighbor and the new model vector and is a kernel matrix. The data vector consists of the differences between the group slowness of the nearest neighbor and the new model. The kernel matrix is calculated for each model-vector sample and stored along with its objective function value. can be calculated using the kernel matrix and the sound-speed difference. From this the objective function value of the new member can be evaluated.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SHELF BREAK PRIMER EXPERIMENT
In the 1996-1997 Shelf Break Primer Experiment, a number of oceanographic and acoustic measurements were conducted on the shelf break south of New England in the Middle Atlantic Bight. Lynch et al. [6] have provided a detailed description of this experiment. The SUS component of the experiment involved the acquisition of broad-band acoustic data on two vertical line arrays located on the continental shelf on the northwest and northeast corners of the experimental area, in water depths of approximately 90 m. Details of the SUS deployment positions and characteristics of the SUS shots are described by Potty et al. [1] . The positions of the SUS shots and bathymetry are shown in Fig. 2 . Sound speed in the water column along the up-and cross-slope directions were calculated using the oceanographic observations made at the site during the experiment. Fig. 3 shows the sound speeds calculated in this manner. Historic data corresponding to the sediment properties were very limited at the experimental location. Few shallow-gravity cores were also taken in the shelf to get more sediment information. The compressional wave speeds obtained from these gravity cores are shown in Fig. 4 . These four curves correspond to the four cores that fall in the present study area. These direct observations were used to compare and validate the inversions. Other historical sediment data pertaining to the experimental location has been described in detail by Potty et al. [1] .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This inversion is aimed at mapping the compressional wave speed in the top layer of the sediment using multiple SUS charges. We have assumed a uniform compressional wave speed below this layer. Results from the prior inversions are used as compressional wave speed of the basement. The top layer thickness, compressional wave speed in the top layer, and bathymetry were treated as unknown parameters at each of the nine range points spread out in the rectangular study area (area enclosed by the SUS charges and the dotted lines in Fig. 2) . Signals from SUS charges D2, D4, D6, and C9 were used for the inversion. The range points lie in the propagation path connecting these SUS charges to the NE VLA. Separate forward-model runs were carried out for each SUS signal considered.
The compressional wave speed in the surface-sediment layer was estimated using a hybrid inversion scheme based on a GA and neighborhood approximation. The water column properties were available from the observations made during the experiment. The forward modeling was performed using adiabatic theory. The GA was initiated with a randomly generated population, which samples the modal space with specified search bounds. For the first 10 generations, the objective function was calculated using the forward model. The objective function for inversion was based on minimizing the difference between group speed values calculated using the observed time of arrivals and the predicted group speeds. This function is given by (6) where is the objective function for the th parameter set and is the diagonal weight matrix. The weight associated with the th data point is obtained as the standard deviation of the data , which is determined from the time-frequency scalogram of the data. Data from single hydrophones were used for this inversion. The data analysis procedure for group speedbased inversion has been discussed in detail by Potty et al. [1] . The right-hand side of (6) represents the weighted mismatch between the observed data and the predictions of the forward model. All the generated models and their fitnesses were stored. After 10 generations, the forward model computations were replaced with neighborhood approximation. The misfit surface was approximated using the model samples generated previously. The value of a newly (randomly) generated model was evaluated using the model parameters of its nearest neighbor and its fitness. The perturbation solution was applied to get the group slowness and, thereby, the fitness of the newly generated model. The sound-speed profile corresponding to the nearest neighbor was used as the background profile for this perturbation solution. It should be noted that the perturbation solution is based on range-independent propagation. This neighborhood approximation was used to approximate the misfit surface for the next 10 generations. After that, propagation model and neighborhood approximation were used alternatively to find the fitness for every 10 generations. Fig. 5 shows the steps involved in the inversion scheme. Fig. 6 shows the sediment compressional speed map of the top layer. It should be noted that the values at intermediate range points were obtained by interpolation. The origin of the rectangular area corresponds to the NW corner of the rectangle (point O in Fig. 2) . Thus, the range is measured down-and cross-slope from the NW corner. The sediment compressional speed appears to be fairly uniform across the area. The maximum variation (at the center of the area) is of the order of 50 m/s. Most of the region has a compressional speed of 1585 m/s in the top layer. At the center, this value drops down to 1540 m/s.
It should be noted that the shallow gravity cores gave compressional wave speeds of the order of 1560 to 1600 m/s on the shelf. Fig. 7 shows the standard deviations of these estimates computed using a posteriori analysis [1] , [2] . They are approximately in the range of 20-25 m/s, which is quite reasonable. 
V. CONCLUSION
Compressional wave speeds were estimated using multiple sources using a range-dependent inversion. The sediment compressional wave speed of the top layer was mapped using the inversion. The inversion was carried out using a hybrid method consisting of a GA and neighborhood approximation. The surface sediment speeds compare well with gravity core data.
